
WHAT WAS IT?
It was a big and violent battle, where three countries (Chili, Peru and
Bolivia) faced each other on a battle that started when Bolivia rised and
added taxes to Chile, breaking the treat that they had, and that said
that they would not rise nor add taxes for 25 years.

ELEMENT 1
Clay: It represents the land
where the campaigns
happened, and it’s clear
color represents the desert
lands where the chilean,
Peruvian and Bolivian army
fought. It also represents the
moment at the Campaign of
Tarapacá when Perú and
Bolivia left to Tacna, leaving
a free path for Chile to take
Tarapacá definitely.

CAMPAINGS
It consisted of five campaigns:
Naval, Tarapacá, Tacna y
Arica, Lima and La Sierra.
Naval: Given the fact that it
was complex to go by ground
and win the territory of the
desert of Atacama, they
decided to go by sea and win
the sea territory. This
campaign was between Chile
and Perú because Bolivia did
not have battleships.
Tarapacá: Chile was defeated
in the combat of Tarapaca,
and the Peruvian and Bolivian
army left to Tacna, leaving a
free path for Chile to take
Tarapaca definitely.
Tacna y Arica: Bolivia gives
up and leaves the war, and
Chile takes control of the
south of Peru.
Lima: Chilean troops occupy
the Peruvian capital.
La Sierra: Confrontation in
Peruvian mountains.

ELEMENT 2
Strawberries: The strawberries on
this demonstration represent the
five campaigns that were part of
the war of the Pacific, and they
are a little bit squished because
each time that someone died,
blood was spilled and the
strawberry’s juice makes allusion
to that. And also there’s a
strawberry that floats on the
water, because there was a
campaign (Naval Campaign) that
was developed at sea.
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ELEMENT 3
Water: The water simbolices
the sea where the Naval
Campaign occurred, between
Chile and Perú, and on the
water there are little pieces
of wood that represent the
ships destroyed in the battle.
And the tiny drops on top of
everything simbolice the
tears of the people that lost
their beloved ones.


